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NPC Conversation Interaction 

Introduction 

In order to add conversations to your total conversion we’re going to employ a 
menu-driven conversation structure.  This is where the player selects pre-defined 
options from a list of alternatives.  These are also known as a conversation or 
talk tree. 
 
The talk-tree is a relatively simple game mechanic but it allows us to create 
puzzles, tell stories, add emotion etc.  We’ll look at implementing some basic 
conversations – you can extend this to more interesting ones. 
 
Note:  Unreal doesn’t come with any conversation tree support as standard – so 
unfortunately it’s something we’ll have to ‘roll-our-own’.  Deus-Ex (built on top of 
an earlier Unreal Engine) has added it’s own excellent version (with a bit more 
time we’d consider porting it over for our UT2K4 mod).  We’re fortunate enough 
that the only alternative available to us (TalkBuilder) does the job very well, but 
we might need to wrestle with it a bit to get it working within our Total 
Conversion. 

Basic Talk-Tree Example 

Let’s start by looking at the most basic (cliché) of the NPC talk-tree:  Using a 
password to get past an Orc guard. 
 
Example: 
 
Approach the NPC guard. 
 
Angry Orc: "Hey! Nobody gets in here without the password." 
 

1. "Yes.  The password.  I know it." 
 

2. "The password?  Oh, I forgot it.  It's downstairs.  I'll be right back." 
 

3. "Password?  I don't need no stinkin' password!" 
 
For each of these options we might then have further options. 
 
If we represent this conversation graphically the tree aspect quickly becomes 
apparent. 
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TalkBuilder Background 

TalkBuilder (developed by Jesse Schoch) is an experimental conversation tree 
creation system, with the ability to handle branching, condition-based dialogs and 
event handling. 
 
You can find out more about it from it’s website at: 
 

www.csdgames.com/unreal.html 

 
CSDTalk has an in-game conversation editor: 
 

 

Installing TalkBuilder (CSDTalk) 

Note: The installation steps have already been taken for you.  I have included 
these incase you have deleted the files. 
 
Copy the CSDTalk.u file to your system directory.   

 
You’ll remember that .u package files contain the compiled UnrealScript 

files.  We can extract the original source code from this (and compile a .u 

each time rebuild) if we wish - but for now we’ll just keep a compiled 
version. 
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Make sure CSDTalk.u is set as readonly   

 
This prevents the file from being deleted during our compilation phase. 

 
Add DM-TalkBuilderExamples.ut2 to your maps directory 

 
Start up your Total Conversion and run the DM-TalkBuilderExamples map. 
 
 Use ‘ to bring up the console 

 To start the map use:  
Start DM-TalkBuilderExamples.ut2 

 
Explore the options 1-12 around the level to give you an idea of what TalkBuilder 
is capable of. 
 
If you want to see some more advanced examples then experiment with the full 
version of TalkBuilder from the website and try out the ShootingGallery mod. 

Next Steps: so we can use TalkBuilder in our Total Conversion 

Note: You need to do this yourself. 
 
Add TalkTree to UnrealEd 
 
 In default.ini file add the following to the Editor section: 

 
 

+EditPackages=CSDTalk 
 

 
Add CreateInventory() function to your ExamplePawn class 

 
TalkBuilder relies on the user having a TalkPass item in their inventory.  

This will store the current state of the player and communicate with the 
other TalkBuilder objects. 
 
Our simple ExamplePawn class inherits from Pawn and therefore doesn’t 

include functionality required from the UnrealPawn class.  We can easily 

fix this by going to the UnrealPawn class and copying the 

CreateInventory function to our ExamplePawn class. 
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function CreateInventory(string InventoryClassName) 

{ 

 local Inventory Inv; 

 local class<Inventory> InventoryClass; 

 

 InventoryClass = 

Level.Game.BaseMutator.GetInventoryClass(InventoryClassName); 

 if((InventoryClass!=None) && 

(FindInventoryType(InventoryClass)==None) ) 

 { 

  Inv = Spawn(InventoryClass); 

  if( Inv != None ) 

  { 

   Inv.GiveTo(self); 

   if ( Inv != None ) 

    Inv.PickupFunction(self); 

  } 

 } 

} 

 
 
You’ll need to rebuild your .uc files once you’ve added this. 

Information about TalkBuilder in-game editor 

If you remember in one of our earlier lectures we saw that we can set object 
properties form a number of places: 

• within the UnrealScript code  

• within UnrealEd  

• from within .ini files.   

 
When we edit TalkBuilder properties from within the level we’ll find that these 
properties are saved in an ini file – CSDTalk.ini.  For me this was saved in 

the main UT2004/system directory instead of our local system directory. 

 
This is where things get a bit confusing.  We can have two sets of TalkBuilder 
property data set up at any time.  One version from within the .ini file and the 

other set up within UnrealEd itself (so associated with the map file).   
 
The data in the .ini file we can use during testing (we need to be within a 

testing state) – but in order for the TalkBuilder data to work outside of the testing 
mode we need to move it from the testing state into the map file. 
 
We’ll come back to this later, but at this stage you should realize that once we’ve 
finished prototyping we’ll need to move data across (from the .ini to the map. 
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Entering TalkBuilder Editor Mode 

To switch between Editor mode and standard mode you’ll need the console 
command: 
  
mutate buildmode 

 
Try this now in the DM-TalkBuilderExamples.ut2 map. 

 
Now when you click the use button on the triggers you’ll see the in-game editor 
appear.  However, we won’t see any data in there!!! 
 
This is because the conversation properties for this level are associated with the 
map and not the ini file.  It’s the ini file data that we can use during the 

BuildMode. 
 
We can copy data from the map to the prototype data using the console 
command: 
 
mutate loadhandler 

 
Now when we bring up the TalkBuilder editor we should see it full of properties: 
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Conversations are built from the components: 

• Conditions – this is what causes our conversation to start. 

• Speeches – what the NPC will say to the player 

• Responses – what the player can say in response 
 
It’s easiest to think of conversations in blocks of speech.   

• The condition states which block we’ll start from (an index variable states 
which of these).   

• The speech displays the NPC text and then a list of responses.   

• The responses are selected by the user and set an index value so that we 
know what was clicked.   

• This index value is picked up in the condition and can trigger off a new 
speech.  

 
Have a look through the rest of this level and bring up the TalkBuilder Editor as 
you go.  Try following through some of the conversations in the editor ensuring 
that the process described above makes sense. 
 
Starting with Conditions�Cont1, find the speech it references in the 

Speeches section, then find the responses that this refers to in the Responses 
section.  It should be clear that in the event of continuing the Index variable is 

set and this is then picked up by Conditions�Cont2. 

 
In order to practice, 
try adding another 
conversation stage 
after.  I won’t give 
you any clues at the 
moment – but you 
should be able to 
get it working from 
looking at these 
examples.  It will 
really help you to 
understand the 
basics.   
 
Once you’ve 
finished switch to 
the ‘Test Mode’ 

and try it out. 
 
Once you get it working you might want to explore how to do more advanced 
things – such as triggering off doors and recording values in PassKeys. 
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Level Setup 

Now you’ve got a basic understanding of TalkBuilder we need to get this working 
with one of our levels.  It’s probably best to practice using one of your test levels 
for now. 
 
Open up your chosen level in UnrealEd. 
 
You’ll need to place down two objects in your level: 

• TalkHandler 

• TalkTrigger 

 
The majority of TalkBuilder classes inherit from TalkBuilder which in turn 

inherits from Actor – this means we can find these under Actor in the 

ActorBrowser. 

 
The TalkHandler does most of the work in our conversations.  It 

maintains the talk tree data and executes the conversation code. 
The TalkTrigger is a Use-Key activated trigger that makes a call to the 

TalkHandler.  It indicates to the TalkHandler which tree of 

conversation we should be working from.  There are other 
TalkTriggers for you to experiment with. 

 
Remember you can take a look at the code by double-clicking on the class 
from within the Actor Browser. 

 
Specify the Talk Tree to use when the TalkTrigger is used 

 
We’ll end up with multiple conversation trees in our game and we need to 
specify which one we’re using.  The TalkTrigger object has to a 

property called MyTreeName.  You’ll need to set this as the conversation 

tree to use.  For now we’ll call this tree Test. 

 
You might want to ensure that the TalkTrigger is visible in the level – check 

that its bHidden property is set to false. 

 
Rebuild the level and save the map file.   
 
Load up your level in Unreal and change to the TalkBuilder editor mode. 

Implement our Orc Conversation 

The next phase is to implement our example talk tree. 
 
As you would have discovered from playing around with the DM-

TalkBuilderExamples you actually need to create the responses before the 
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speeches and you need to know the index values to trigger off the conditions.  

So it’s all a bit backward or even cyclic.  For this reason it’s much quicker if we 
plan things out on paper in advance.   
 
I’m going to update the original Orc conversation with some simple naming 
conventions.  You can decide on whatever naming convention you prefer – 
you’re trying to create something so that when you come back to the 
conversations at a later date it should be pretty easy to understand. 
 
I’m going to prefix mine with the TreeName – we set our original tree to Test.  

Next, I’m going to indicate whether it is an S for Speech and an R for Response 

and then some other identifier (I’ve used tree depth and then an incremental ID).  

Next, we need to find out which of responses will need to change our indexes.  
Let us go through and assign an index value to each point where a speech 

begins. 
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Add these to the TalkBuilder editor. 
 
I’m going to add a standard response called Exit which just gives the player the 
chance to click close off after the Orc has the final say.  This will be in place of 
the addition actions I specified on the Talk-Tree Diagram.  Adding additional 
actions is left as an exercise for the reader ☺ 
 
As we saw earlier it’s actually faster if we add the conversations backwards: 

• First the responses 
o Setting the index as we go 

• Then the speeches 
o Setting the responses as we go 

• Then the conditions 
o Triggering the speeches off the indexes 

  
You should be in a position to add this example Talk-Tree to your level. 
 

 
 
Once all the data has been entered you can hit the “Switch to Test Mode” and 
test your Talk-Tree.  Ensure you have tested every route down the tree. 
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Once we’ve tested the conversation – we would consider hooking this up to other 
areas of our game – by triggering off events.  For example – the triggered lights 
that you may have added previously could be controlled only by the Orc. 
 
You can exit your Total Conversion now.  The next step is to move the data from 
the testing phase to the final phase. 

Moving the Data from the .ini to the map file 

As we discussed earlier – the properties will now be stored in the CSDTalk.ini 

file – which can probably be found in the main UT2004/System directory.  The 

data in this file can only be used during the testing phase. 
 
We need to move this file from the .ini file into the maps properties. 

 
Open up your map in UnrealEd. 
 
Open up the actor properties for your TalkHandler object. 
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You’ll notice the three main arrays in the TalkHandler: 

• Conversation 

• Response 

• TalkTree 

 

We need to convince (trick) UnrealEd to copy the property values from the .ini 

file to the map properties.  We can do this by: 
1. Adding a blank array element to each of the three arrays (see image) 
2. Rebuilding the Level 
3. Saving it 
4. Deleting the CSDTalk.ini file 

 

 

Note: for your TC you’ll probably want to save this till right at the end.  
It’s not worth the effort to copy the values back and forth.  Make sure 
you do this though – remember your TC must run without any 
additional changes to the UT2004 directory structure. 

Test it 

Now you can head back into your Total Conversion and load up your level.  Make 
sure that your not still in buildmode.  Then walk up to your TalkTrigger and hit 

the use key. 
 
If everything has worked successfully you should have your Talk-Tree fully 
integrated into your level. 

Advanced Options 

Now you’ve got the basics up and running you might want to take another look at 
the DM-TalkBuilderExamples map to see what else is possible when using 

the TalkBuilder system. 
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For example: 

• PassKeys – these will become very handy to record whether we have 

already spoken to a character.  The first time we speak to the character he 
may provide us with some information whereas for future conversations he 
may just ignore us. 

• Events – triggering off an existing event in your game 

• Using TalkTouchTrigger / TalkEventTrigger to trigger off a 

conversation in a different way 

• Attaching the Talk-Tree to a moving object by editing the property 
AttachActorTag to match a moving actor. 

What Next? 

You should now be pretty familiar with the kind of conversations that are possible 
using this TalkBuilder system. 
 
The next step is to develop some simple talk-trees on paper.  At the very least 
you will want to add one that you can use when your player makes his murder 
prediction at the end of the game. 
 
It is likely that you’ll want to add a few more conversations that will help the 
player to find out more information throughout the game. 

References 

You can download the complete version of TalkBuilder (with additional examples 
/ documentation) from Jesse Schoch’s website at: 
 
www.csdgames.com/unreal.html 


